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But recently public discourse on UFO’s has changed in an extraordinary way, because of 

unprecedented US government revelations beginning in 2017, acknowledging authentic videos 

of encounters between Navy fighter pilots and objects performing maneuvers beyond the 

capability of physics as we know it.   This paper addresses the psychical and social impact of 

those revelations and suggests what Freudo-Lacanian theory might bring to this discussion, 

given Lacan’s emphasis on the role of radical Otherness in intersubjective interactions. Put 

simply, for Lacan, the ‘alien’ inhabits our species mind, and intersubjective actions transpire in a 

‘force field’ rather than in a frame or against a stagel ground.  Might then Lacan’s study of what 

he calls ‘the Freudian field’ (le champ freudien) prove useful in facilitating a receptive and sober 

mode of discussion of the UFO/UAP phenomenon?  Perhaps Lacan’s insights on the human 

psyche might inform a critical discussion of the admittedly alarming prospect of possible 

visitation by an alien intelligence from ‘elsewhere’. In fact, Lacan’s theory might well be germane 

whether the Other in question is extraterrestrial or extranational (the immigrant alien, the Other 

at the border) given the prominence of the issue of immigration in geopolitics today. 

          But here I will focus on the extraterrestrial encounter, examining how Lacan’s work may 

provide a lexicon and a template for navigating the emerging era of official governmental and 

military disclosure of encounters with objects of unknown origin, Unheimliche Fremde Objekte.  I 

suggest that we fasten our seat belts and start the exploration of a topic that has too long been 

ignored by establishment scholarship, since it has implications for both the present and the 

future of our species, as humans begin the exploration of worlds beyond earth.  

         For either aliens are visiting us, or they are not. In either case, the topic is necessarily of 

interest for psychoanalytic scholars of culture, as it implies either the greatest scientific 

discovery in human history, or the most widespread instance of mass hallucination, including 
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the most rapid and widespread emergence of a global mythology that we have ever witnessed 

in real time. 

Part I) The Alien Object of Psychoanalysis  

Fig. 1: 

 

            Psychoanalysis has always entailed ‘Close Encounters’ with an uncanny and inscrutable 

object. Using the terminology of new age physics, as he so often does, Lacan situates the study 

of the human subject in a force field--le champ freudien— that he populates with uncanny 

objects, avatars of his notoriously elusive ‘objet petit a’ , where the small case ‘a’ stands for 

l’autre, the object-cause of desire that motivates all intersubjective interaction.  Perhaps most 

suggestively in Seminar VII (The Ethics of Psychoanalysis. 1959-60), Lacan stages close 

encounters with a radical Other that acts as a formative force in constituting the subject, who 

emerges in pursuit of an elusive ‘objet a’, to which Lacan refers in Seminar VII (after Freud) as 

das Ding.  That evocative designation for the object-cause of desire—as The Thing—itself 

“L’Autre is something strange to me, and yet is 
inside me”(Seminar VII) 

The Extimate Passenger
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recalls title of a classic 50’s science fiction movie about invading creatures from beyond.  

Lacan’s work thus resonates not only with the lexicons of cutting-edge astrophysics and non-

Euclidean extradimensional geometries, but also with the tonality of science fiction in popular 

culture.    

           Seminar VII is in fact characterized by eerie reverberations throughout, both in its 

language and its subject-matter.  Most notably, Lacan prominently highlights an anecdote from 

the science fiction of H.G. Wells, relating a parable about the alien nature of meaning, in “The 

Martian Apologue”.  Like so many of Lacan’s anecdotes, this ‘apologue’ must be read with an 

eye to the questions that it raises about discourse; it addresses how and why we mean what we 

say (or rather what we want to say, as reflected in the French term for meaning, vouloir dire).  

Lacan’s parable, which recounts a first encounter with alien beings on their planet, is as always 

imaginatively framed, in this instance with a formula recalling a classic joke setup (the generic 

‘three men walk into a bar’ becomes ‘three scientists land on Mars’).   The anecdote depicts the 

first human attempt at shared communication with the ultimate Other, where three scientists 

attempt to engage with the creature, in a characteristically triangulated format: 

 
The Martian Apologue: 
 
[Three scientists arrive on Mars], come upon beings who have modes of communication 
completely other their own,  
and they are very surprised to understand the messages modulated to them. 
One says, ‘he told me he was doing some research on electronic physics.’ 
The other says, ‘Yes, he told me he was working on what constitutes the essence of solid 
objects.’ 
And the third one says, ‘He told me he was working on meter in poetry and the function of 
rhyme.’ “ 
This is what happens every time we enter into private or in public discourses.  (EP, 281, my 
emphasis) 
 
Although Lacan tells us here that the three scientists are all astonished at the ease of 

communication with the alien, it turns out that each of the three has in fact heard something 
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different:  one thinks the message is about energy, the second thinks it is about matter, while 

the third thinks it is about poetry.  

     But when this puzzling reaction is viewed through Lacanian theory, all three interlocutors 

may be right.  This is because in cutting-edge science, electronic physics and the essence of 

solid objects—the first two interpretations of the alien’s subject--turn out to be the same 

question.  According to the quantum physics to which Lacan so often refers, even solid objects 

are composed of energy strings, and therefore all ‘solid’ physics is also the study of energetic 

fields; and in fact, in his own later work on topology, Lacan will expound upon the new physics 

and geometries as analogues or even templates of human subjectivity.   The third interpretation 

of the alien discourse-- as a commentary on poetry—also resonates with Lacan’s earlier work, 

“The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious” (1957), where he discusses the functioning of 

the psyche in reference to Romain Jakobson’s poetics, in an extended elaboration of the 

famous aphorism “The unconscious is structured like a language.”  (Lacan borrows Freud’s 

dreamwork categories of condensation and displacement to concoct ‘mathemes’ for metaphor 

and metonymy.)  From Lacan’s point of view, then, the three scientists’ seemingly conflicting 

interpretations of the alien message might all be heard as perspectives on the same topic—

human subjectivity.   

         As is so often the case in Lacan’s work, then, this anecdote seeds and animates the 

theory with a ‘simple’ parable that suggests way more than it seems to say (this function is 

implied by the very term apologue, defined by Merriam Webster’s dictionary as an allegorical 

narrative usually intended to convey a moral).  Lacan’s wry ‘moral’ here concludes that all 

meaning, even our own, is ambiguous or overdetermined, ‘alien’.  (The term ‘apologue’ also 

suggests the literary/philosophical ‘apologie’ in French: an argument that advocates the 

object it describes.  Here, Lacan is advocating for/interpreting the Alien messenger and ‘his’ 

enigmatic message as instances of the opaque nature of all discourse.) 
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       This anecdote therefore not only suggests the coincidence of ‘science’ and ‘poetics’ in 

Lacan’s own reading of the nature of the subject, but it also introduces the theme of the 

indeterminacy of meaning among multiple subjects, and even multiple species. The alien’s 

message here even seems to be anamorphic in the Lacanian sense, distorted by the viewing 

perspective or the angle of the presentation, a concept discussed at length in Seminar XI, The 

Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, (1964-65). The Martian Apologue also 

foregrounds another concept, the importance of thirdness in the Freudo-Lacanian 

intersubjective field, by its framing as a triangulated discourse.  In fact, Lacan’s apologue 

resonates with his earlier extended consideration of Freud’s work on jokes in Seminar V (The 

Formations of the Unconscious [1961-62]), which significantly opens with a reference to Freud’s 

famously triangular joke structure (joker, object, hearer).  (Freud insists: “A joke always calls for 

three people” [Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious, 1905]; and he goes on to detail the 

role of each of the three parties in “Jokes as a Social Process”.) Freud also insists that jokes 

reveal more about the jokers and their audience-- their own desires and inhibitions-- than about 

the vulnerabilities of their jokes’ targets (just as Wells’ scientists reveal their own limitations, 

rather than the simplicity or transparency of Alien thought).  Just so, in The Martian Apologue, 

as in all Lacanian exchanges, the perennial question to the enigmatic Other --Che vuoi? What 

do you want? –is destined to boomerang right back to each of the senders, reflecting only their 

own desires and expectations, even while inevitably failing to pin down an unequivocal ‘alien’ 

message. 

 This link between Lacan’s two seminars V and VII is thus established by allusions in both works 

to Freud’s incomparable observations on jokes as the quintessential human activity; a quality 

that is reinforced by the narrative format of The Martian Apologue, which self-consciously 

reflects a classic joke frame (‘three scientists land on Mars’) and ends with a punch line of sorts 

(“This is what happens every time we enter into public or private discourses”).  
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       In fact, since Lacan’s ‘object lesson’ here pictures meaning itself as an opaque alien thing, I 

cannot resist recalling here that Freud  himself says one function of jokes is to treat “words as 

objects or  Things”,  that joking ‘wordplay’ uses like toys.     But Lacan’s apparently simple 

‘punchline’  emphasizes the opacity of language as playting: “This is what happens every time 

we enter into public or private discourses.”  Lacan is emphasizing that our own meanings are 

always opaque, even to ourselves, while the process of signification among subjects is also 

equivocal, even downright anamorphic:  the perspective from which the discourse originates-- or 

the locus where it is received-- confers a contingent shape upon what is viewed or understood. 

(See Lacan’s discussion of Holbein’s painting “The Ambassadors”, in Seminar XI FFCP, 88-89.) 

For Lacan, anamorphosis is related to the splitting of the subject in primal repression as posited 

in Freud’s Spaltung (1925), which assures that there is never one single ‘subject’ site where 

meaning is received or one single site from which it originates: all conscious meaning in the 

subject is shadowed, doubled, or undermined by its unconscious valence.  The three scientists 

in The Martian Analogue, then, may be seen as avatars for any subject engaged in discourse, 

who is always coming from more than one vantage point, and delivering more than one 

meaning, even when s/he intends to be unequivocal: “This [Spaltung] is what happens every 

time we enter into public or in private discourses.”  

     We can say that for Lacan the nature of meaning, private or public, is slippery, 

unrecognizable, alienating and alienated, a ‘signifying chain’ where words are always over or 

underdetermined, subject to more than one interpretation, imbued with more than one message, 

and always overshooting or undershooting the mark of what our narrative attempts to capture or 

convey in the desiring ‘je veux dire’ of discourse.  

      But what of the Alien subject here?  All throughout his work, Lacan characterizes the human 

psyche as an alien force field of sorts --le champ freudien-- where: “Our desire is the desire of 
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the Other/l’Autre” (Seminar I).  Even that ‘simple’ motto is slippery and performative, thanks to 

the overdetermined genitive “of” in ‘the desire of the Other:’ we desire the Other, we desire what 

the other desires, and we desire to inspire the desire of the Other, aimed towards ourselves as 

desirable objects. So the Alien is figured both as the inscrutable external Other and our own 

opacity to ourselves. 

         Accordingly, throughout Seminar VII on the interaction between the subject and the 

mysterious Freudian Thing, Lacan's language is saturated with an outlandish tonality, 

suggesting that the subject harbors a creepy, almost parasitic alien core, every bit as spooky as 

the sci-fi monster gestating in the innards of the astronaut the sci-fi classic Alien (Fig. 1).  As 

Lacan puts it,  “l’AUTRE is something strange to me, and yet is inside me.”  Lacan goes on to 

coin an exquisitely uncanny term for this presence: ‘the extimate', evoking both the ineffability of 

an intimate internal object harbored deep in the unconscious, and its haunting but external 

estranged quality. 

Sliding Orbits: the Near-Miss  

    In an equally weird image, Lacan suggests that human subjectivity constitutes itself in an orbit 

around the ultimate “strange attractor” (to use another term from modern astrophysics and 

chaos theory), an object-cause of desire that is formative but unlocatable, missing in action/  

Das Ding is likened to the void around which the potter casts the vase, an invisible shaping and 

shifting field, where strict boundaries between inside and outside no longer hold. This perpetual 

orbit of the subject around an unlocatable Thing already anticipates the sliding mobius 

projections of Lacan's later seminars on topology (especially seminar XX Encore 1972-73; and 

XXVI Topology and Time), where the very distinction between inside and outside no longer 

holds.  

Fig. 2: 
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.

 

        In those later works, Lacan will invoke the mobius surface, such as the looping ‘interior 8’ 

(Fig. 2 and 3), to show the perpetual slippage of our ‘query’ to the Other (Che vuoi? What is 

your desire?), an insatiable demand (D) driven by our desire (d) and aimed towards the elusive 

interlocutor who is herself an ineluctable alien object, always beyond reach.  The question to the 

Other always misses the mark in a sliding extimate orbit—not unlike an astronomical object 

caught in gravitational orbit, in a perpetual fall towards its attractor, but which never hits the 

ground toward which it gravitates. 

 

Fig. 3: 

The sliding orbit of  the Subject around  a missing 
object cause of desire:  DAS DING (The Freudian 
Thing) circulating in le champ Freudian (The 
Freudian field),  as mobius surface
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All these examples depict the Lacanian subject as engaged in a perpetual near miss with some 

unlocatable Thing that is both present and absent, around which the subject circles in an orbit 

without discernible direction or ground, the non-orientability highlighted in Seminar XVII, “The 

Other Side of Psychoanalysis” (1969-70). In fact work, Lacan even compares the human subject 

to Heisenberg’s electron, which by its very nature remains Uncertain and unlocatable 

(Heisenberg, of course, is known for his “Uncertainty Principle”).   Lacan writes: “I would say 

that the case with [the subject] is like that of the electron, where the latter is proposed to us as 

being at the intersection of the wave theory and the corpuscular theory”. [Seminar XVII,  103]). 

  In addition to referencing quantum physics, Lacan often also musters figures of non-Euclidean 

geometry (discussed in my essay “21st Century Freud: Cutting Edge or Chopping Block?” 

Harvard University, 2015).  Topological geometry in particular deals with the phenomenon of 

'non orientability', as in a mobius strip, where one could meet oneself coming and going (like the 

ants in Fig 4).  Like Lacan himself, topological geometry deals with objects of “high strangeness” 

that are characterized by both fractal interior dimensions and extra dimensions in space time 

(the Klein bottle, the boy shape, the Sierpinski pyramid [Fig. 4]).  

Fig 4: 
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We need revisit these strange objects in detail to get a sense of the alien quality with which they 

are imbued,  exceeding the boundaries of our familiar  three-dimensional experience.   

       

Part II:  Thirdness as Complexity: the Lacanian Uncanny  

Fig. 5: 

Lacan’s Objects of 
High Strangeness
non-orientabile/extimate/fractal/
extradimensional objects that subvert 
an inside/outside distinction 
«the subject is at once inside
and outside » Seminar VII, The 
Ethics of Psychoanalysis
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       However futuristic his arsenal of ‘new science’ objects may be, Lacan’s original inspiration 

is drawn from Freud’s first sightings of eerie objects over a century ago (Das Unheimliche, 

1919), describing things that give us the willies when we suddenly encounter them, precisely 

because they are strangely familiar and yet take us by surprise.  As Freud suggestively 

remarks, “The Uncanny is something that ought to have remained hidden but is brought to light” 

--not unlike the startling objects that are appearing and disappearing without warning in our 

skies and oceans today.. 

Be that as it may, the uncanny effect of Lacan’s depictions of subjectivity, with his use of 

counterintuitive topological objects and unsettling concepts like ‘extimacy’, is profoundly 

“The Uncanny is 
something that 
ought to have 
remained hidden 
but is brought to 
light” Freud

“
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Freudian in its origin, since Lacan’s subject, like Freud’s original split subject, harbors an 

ineffable and haunting alien core that often makes itself heard (‘ça parle’), if not understood, and 

evades any attempt to pin it down (“The subject is at once inside and outside”, Seminar VII).    

Lacan’s most specific treatment of the uncanny nature of human experience perhaps occurs in 

Seminar X (Anxiety 1972-73), where his language seems deliberately saturated with an 

unearthly light, as in the section titled “From the Cosmos to the Unheimliche.” 

      Fig 6: 

 

 

Lacan’s uncanny objects also often reflect another  
characteristic Freudian preoccupation: thirdness or 
triangularity 
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       And as the objects in Figure 6 suggest, Lacan’s uncanny topologies provide a ‘return to 

Freud’ in yet another crucial way:  in their tertiary quality, where thirdness is an emblem of 

otherness and complexity, beyond a familiar binary ‘subject-object/ I thou’ linear dyad. 

              I have already suggested that while Freud's own treatment of thirdness obviously 

begins with the Oedipal triangle, it is just as crucial for his treatment of jokes and other creative 

activity, where the outside ‘third’ term may be the audience, the public, or society at large 

(discussed in my book The Purloined Punchline, Johns Hopkins UP, 1990). In Jokes and their 

Relation to the Unconscious, Freud famously insists upon the crystallizing role of the third 

party...the hearer...like a catalyst in the joking transaction: “[. . .]a tendentious joke calls for three 

people: in addition to the one who makes the joke, there must be a second who is taken as the 

object of the hostile or sexual aggressiveness, and a third in whom the joke‘s aim of producing 

pleasure is fulfilled”  (Jokes, 74).   

Fig. 7: 

 

Thirdness: Freud’s triadic intersubjective field: 
Oedipus, joking, literature

• Object
• Mother (Jocasta)
• Character
• Butt of joke

• Subject
• Child 

(Oedipus)
• Author
• Joker

•Hearer

• Other
• Father (Laius)
• Reader
• Hearer
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            Freud is emphatic in his focus on the crucial status of the third term: “Everything in jokes 

that is aimed at gaining pleasure is calculated with an eye to the third person, as though there 

were internal and unsurmountable obstacles to it in the first person. And this gives us a full 

impression of how indispensable this third person is for the completion of the joking process” 

(Jokes, 114, my emphasis).   This statement resonates with the essay on creative writing 

published the same year, “The Relation of the Poet to Daydreaming”, which describes how a 

private fantasy involving a subject and ‘his’ object of desire changes in nature when it is 

presented to a third party, a reader or audience.   Freud insists that the writer’s onanistic fantasy 

must be veiled in artistic form to soften its egotistical nature,  to make it attractive to the reader, 

the all-important third (the Other) to whom the written fantasy of the self about its object (parties 

one and two) is addressed, and whom the writer must seduce and capture (or abduct?) to fulfill 

his or her own desire. Freud calls this process of seductive disguise ‘veiling’ /Ankleidung, 

suggesting that this cloaking also accounts for the artistic ornamentation deployed by writers to 

further capture the reader, the all-important Other(s). 

The central point is this: in every one of these intersubjective dramas described by Freud the 

third is both a barrier and a catalyst that changes the very nature of the intersubjective field, 

long-circuiting and derailing linear dyadic desire into the multidimensional field of the Other(s).  

But s/he is also a captive, caught in the orbit of the teller’s desire.   In “Why do we laugh at 

UFOs?”   This ‘capture’, ‘seduction’ or ‘abduction’ of the Third’s own desire might account for 

why UFO reports, for example routinely encounter ridicule, considering that bemused posture as 

a manifestation of Freudian Verneinung/denegation or denial.  For while the public is clearly 

chronically fascinated by the topic, it usually professes to be merely amused by it, seeming to 

sense some degree of shame or passivity in going along for the wild ride.  But in a 

characteristically trenchant observation, Freud shows that any denial is always a defense 

mechanism by which we manage at once to continue to entertain the fantasy of a fascinating (if 
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threatening) object, even while avoiding the terrifying realization that it might be real, or owning 

up to the full extent of our seduction by the topic.  Until recently, the only way to get an 

onlooking public to pay attention to an imagined ‘sighting’ of (or narrative about) an alien object 

has been to cloak the reference in a joke about little green men and tin foil hats.        

     The bottom line here, though, is that nearly all intersubjective processes described by Freud 

provide examples of the effect of the third, the interloper, on a closed dyad: the onlooker acts 

like a catalyst in a chemical reaction, changing the nature of the precipitate.  It is therefore no 

surprise that throughout his own ‘return to Freud’, Lacan constantly elaborates on the Freudian 

view of subjectivity as an effect of ‘thirdness’. This is especially important to note since in the  

discourse of modern science with which Lacan is so often engaged, triangularity figures 

complexification (this has been evident since the postulation of Poincaré’s ‘third body problem” 

in astronomy, which paved the way for modern chaos theory).  In science, a move from two to 

three predicts a transformation from simple linearity to non-linear complexity. In human 

relations, this complexification coincides with the change in the nature of the subject’s original 

object from a perceived attainable focus of desire to an unattainable object cause of desire—

perpetually desired by the Other as well—and thus destined to fade away, mirage-like, just as it 

is approached—not unlike the elusive UFOs that play hide and seek with our most seasoned 

fighter pilots today.  

Threesomes to Foursomes and Moresomes 

            In the early seminars on Freudian theory, Lacan closely follows Freud’s lead on 

triangulation, first expanding the Oedipal field by introducing the SCHEMA L, which pictures the 

human subject S, as an effect of a now doubled triangular field (where S interacts with three 

iterations of otherness/Otherness as three versions of l’autre (a, a, A) all signified by three 

versions of the letter ‘a’, in three different positions. The result is not just a triangle, but a four-
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sided transaction (and this happens throughout Lacan, where the addition of the third opens to 

multiplicity.) 

 

Fig. 8: 

 

 

This early doubled triangle introduces the two experiential registers that will figure prominently 

throughout Lacan’s work, the (specular) Imaginary and the (linguistic) Symbolic.  This initial 

distinction corresponds roughly to Freud’s pre oedipal and Oedipal phases, where the Imaginary 

unity of the mother-child dyad is interrupted by the barrier of the Symbolic Father, whose 

intrusion coincides with the child’s entry into language.  At this point, Lacan is asserting that the 
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submission to social Law is also the function of the patronym that inserts the child into the 

patriarchal societal order (the ‘interdiction’ represented by the ‘no of the father’ harbors a typical 

Lacanian pun (le ‘nom’ du père=le ‘non du père). In an even more outrageous later 

development of this pun (Seminar XXI), Lacan might just be insisting on the  retaining Father as 

prime actor just to exploit the outlandish sound effect of his own extended joke:  (les “non-

duped’\ errent”=”le non du père” [those who are not duped are in error, on the wrong track]), 

rather than just to insist on the paternal element itself.  For we recall that the role of the third in 

joking and in literary transactions demonstates that the gender of the third person is beside the 

point ( and incidentally, le ‘point’, in French, is roughly equivalent to the punchline of wit). 

        Indeed, if we want to get away from the  gender rigidity of Lacan’s patronymic  or 

‘phallocentric’ model,  we might point out that what really counts in these three-way transactions 

is not  the  choice of the paternal ‘phallus’ as the “primary signifier” (and in any case  it must be 

recalled that the phallus is never an actual physical object for Lacan, so even in his most 

patriarchal-sounding modality, he is not describing ‘penis envy’—see Jane Gallop’s discussion 

of “Lacan as Lady’s Man”). What counts above all is the Thirdness of the interloper who effects 

the interdiction, reflecting the intrusion of Otherness on a closed linear system.  I have 

suggested in earlier work that this non-gender specific distinction is supported by the fact that 

the triangular configuration asserts itself in joking and in writing, activities that are not 

associated with gender roles or specific developmental phases, as the Oedipal drama is.  So, 

Freud’s emphasis on tripartite structure may also help rescue psychoanalytic theory in general, 

and Lacan in particular, from at least some of the overly literal accusations of gender bias with 

which it has too often been summarily dismissed. 

 Whatever the problematic status of gender in Lacan,  the three-way structure remains crucial 

for Lacan’s continued adoption of Freudian ‘thirdness’ as an underpinning of his explications of 
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the vicissitudes of intersubjectivity, often coinciding with excursions into complexity or high 

strangeness.  For instance, in his extended treatment of  intersubjective structure, (The 

Formations of the Unconscious [1957-58]), the triangulated joking transaction—invoked by 

name in the preamble to the seminar-- serves as a template for Lacan’s extreme 

complexification of intersubjectivity, in the famously difficult graph of desire.  

Fig. 9: 

 

Here the Freudian field has morphed into yet another vaguely triangular emblem (Fig. 9), but 

now it is left open on each end to suggest its never-ending reiteration. This time the ternary 

image evokes an uncanny hovering question mark—an open-ended triangle of sorts—labeled 

as an infinitely repeated demand to the Other: what do you want? -- that will always loops back 

to confront the questioner herself. 

Thirdness
Che vuoi? What do you Want? (Seminar V, Formations of the 
Unconscious). Triangularity has morphed into a hovering question mark, figuring 
the demand addressed to the Other in  Lacan’s “ Graph of Desire”

Che vuoi?
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Finally, in the late seminars of the mid 70's, Lacan builds on Freud’s triads to posit three 

interlinked psychical registers of intersubjective experience, expanding his original dyad-- the 

Imaginary and the Symbolic-- by adding an inscrutable third term, the Real.  Lacan uses the 

mysterious Celtic figure, the Borromean knot, to figure the intricate relation of these three 

inseparable fields (Fig. 10).  

 

Fig. 10: 

 

 

This color-coded image reveals the importance of the third term:  any two rings may be slid 

apart without complication, but when a third ring is added, it creates a knot cannot be undone 

without breakage.  Yet again, the addition of a Third changes the very nature of the interaction 

of the two first registers depicted in the earlier schema L (fig 8), indicating a move from 

simplicity to complexity. This complexification also requires expansion of dimension, from (flat) 

linearity to (spatial) depth, especially since the knotted field is not a depiction of serial 

Thirdness:
The Borromean Knot (Seminar 
XX 72-73: Encore)        

Lacan’s three  registers
of experience: 

The addition of the third term 
changes the nature of the bond, from 
a simple dyad to a complex triad, a 
knot which cannot be separated   

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wik
i/File:The_Alien_Jouissance_-
_Borromean_Knot.png
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developmental phases, but of co-incident registers that are ‘entangled’ at all stages of human 

experience.    

           In even later iterations (Fig. 11), Lacan will use various forms of the trefoil knot to figure 

key concepts such as extimacy and dimensionality. For instance, the object ‘a’ is sometimes 

appears nested in the knotted intersection of the three fields.   In this case, the ‘a’ stands not 

only for the ever- unattainable objet petit a, but for the alien nature of the subject herself, who 

now inhabits the mysterious ‘core’ of the intersubjective three-part field.  This drawing then 

configures not only the ‘out of reachness’ of the object-cause of desire, but also the difficulty of 

locating or fully accounting for the mystery of the human subject itself—which will always resist 

the stasis of a definitive characterization or final cure.     In all our encounters with our external 

Others, the repeated demand (Che vuoi?) must fail to receive a direct answer, because it is 

perpetually long circuited and deflected in a sliding non-orientable field.  (Fig. 11 top right).   As 

is apparent in the third circle (center left), the mystical Celtic knot cannot even be constructed in 

two dimensions, as it requires a weaving in three-dimensional space.  

Fig 11: 
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What is more,  even invokes the image of rings as a template for language as ‘signifying chain’, 

as interlaced links in the infinite dimensions of intersubjective discourse, in which words take on 

sublime fractal dimensions (described in “The Instance of the Letter”  as “rings in a necklace 

that is a ring in another necklace made of rings” ( Fig. 12), reminiscent of the beautiful fractal 

object called “Antoine’s Necklace”). 

          

 

 

 

 

Borromean Knot as Triadic Alien  
object: ‘a’ is  embedded at the kernel 
of three intersecting fields

• The trefoil Borromean 
knot: human experience is 
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object ‘a’ ‘inaccessible’, at 
the core  ://common
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Fig. 12: 

                                      :

      

        We can see that Lacan uses knots –which are a field of topological geometry-- to express 

complicated vicissitudes of a subjectivity that is always somehow other to itself, like a quantum 

electron that is two places at once, or Heisenberg’s ‘uncertain’ particles that cannot be 

measured or located.   In Seminar XI (1964-65), Lacan insists that the subject is as evasive as 

its objects, as it is always ‘fading’ (his term for this process, borrowed from Jones, is aphanisis), 

slipping away when we try to pin it down.  This non-locality of the subject is treated first in the 

critique of the Cartesian cogito  (“The Instance of the Letter”), where Lacan undermines the 

thinking subject as the supposed foundation of the rational ego who thinks “I”: “I think thus I am”.    

He points out that no sooner does Descartes use ‘thinking’ about himself as an anchor or 

guarantee of his absolute subjectivity --« je pense donc je suis »-- than he negates that 

subjectivity by making himself the object of thought.  The “I” fades, even as it is enthroned and 
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‘guaranteed.  This is tantamount to an inclusion of the unconscious into Cartesian 

consciousness, which undermines the “I” as the unequivocal anchor of discourse. 

         To tie up this knotty discussion, let us refer to an ever later version of the Borromean knot, 

where Otherness/Thirdness/ineluctability is explicitly associated with the experience of the 

Alien. 

Fig 13: 

 

 

 

           This last iteration, titled Alien Enjoyment (Fig. 13), again places the small ‘autre’ at the 

intersection of the three registers of experience, as in Fig.  11.  But in this version that ‘autre’ 

has been parsed into a cluster of three alien object fields, marked variously with the big A/Autre 

for radical Otherness;  the capital J indicating the terrifyingly excessive enjoyment that 

JA: Jouissance de l’Autre
Alien Jouissance

(Intense, Excessive and 
Terrifying Enjoyment)
The Borromean knot is finally 
depicted as harboring a whole 
cluster of seductive but spooky 
‘alien’ objects at its core, 
including opaque meaning (as 
in The Martian Apologue)

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF 
THE THIRD KIND

w
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emphasizes the seductive if frightening aspect of the inaccessible core object; or simply labeled 

with the term 'meaning' itself.  This inclusion of ‘meaning’ in the cluster of core alien objects 

brings us full circle, to the opacity that Lacan first highlighted in The Martian Apologue, years 

before.  The Alien Jouissance is the terrifying ‘enjoyment’ that the prospective real material 

Alien apparently continues to offer to our contemporary culture, judging from the ubiquity of  ET 

in film, advertising, and as an icon of popular culture (there is even, of course, an Alien emoji for 

texters).  But for Lacan enjoyment is always also stigmatized by the indecipherable and even 

creepy nature of meaning,  and the inexorable nature of demand for enjoyment, suggested in 

the indeterminate messages of The Martian Apologue, which arrive without hitting the mark. 

   Indeed every stage of Lacan’s work shows instances of complexity (thirdness as otherness) 

where the intersubjective psyche populates a field around an elusive alien core object, and 

where the subject’s ‘identity’ remains impossible to ‘fix’, in a perpetual movement not unlike the 

quantum fluctuation that supposedly accounts for the mysterious zero-point energy of ‘empty’ 

space. (Heisenberg’s principle, means, above all, that particles are necessarily in several places 

at once).   

 Put another way, we could say that Lacan’s multi-dimensional and complex theory of the 

subject in the ternary Freudian field, perpetually engaged in a near miss with its alien object 

cause of desire, necessarily describes Close Encounters of the Third Kind. 

 

III) Part Three: The Alien Object in the Headlines  

« The enigma is something that presses us for a response in the name of a mortal danger. Truth 

is a question » Lacan, Seminar XVII, The Other Side of Psychoanalysis (1969-1970)               

      My paper « Why do we laugh at UFO’s? » seems to have anticipated the tone of many 

current headlines:   
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Fig. 14: 

 

 

For despite the Pentagon’s new more serious public stance, there can be no question that 

resistance and even denial concerning the UAP phenomenon persist both in official circles and 

in the press.  The revelations of 2017 were initiated by a whistleblower (Luis Elizondo, the head 

of the Pentagon secret program investigating UFOs) who was frustrated that the upper echelons 

of the Pentagon seemed oblivious to the mounting evidence that unknown aerial phenomena 

(UAP) are routinely encountered around nuclear installations.  At the same time, the press 

published three leaked videos of UAP taken by navy pilots, along with firsthand accounts of 

these impeccable witnesses (Fig. 15).   Yet it took four years for the Pentagon  (May 2021) for 

the Pentagon to concede that these objects are not the products of American technology or its 

known adversaries (for these unknown objects achieve speeds exceeding 40,000 miles per 

hour, but then can stop on a dime; they move with equal ease in the ocean, in the atmosphere, 
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and in space; they execute moves such as right angle turns at hypersonic speed;  even while 

sometimes hovering in place for days at a time, apparently without refueling.)      

   

Fig. 15: 

 

           But the US military unfortunately still seems reluctant to participate in full disclosure.  

Many other countries are way ahead of the United States on the question of UAP transparency: 

in 2008-9 the UK and France began publishing their files online; at least nine Latin American 

countries have official military investigative agencies looking at UAP; Russia has had a branch 

of its space program devoted to UFOs since WWII; and China has over 100,000 officially 

registered civilian investigators, as well as a new protocol for pilots who encounter unknown 

objects.  

US Navy 
confirms 
presence of 
UFOs spotted in 
videos 
•
•: Tech Desk | New Delhi  |
Updated: September 21, 2019
4:11:10 pm
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          But in June 2021, the Pentagon  did finally produce an official unclassified report on the 

phenomena (from the Office of the Director of National Intelligence), but only after the report 

had been mandated by law by the Senate Intelligence Committee.  And even as I am finishing 

this article (October 21), Congress has passed legislation (HR 2016) establishing a permanent 

investigative body and requiring annual public reports from the Secretary of Defense, including 

the revelation of information about any recovered materials or medical injuries suffered by 

personnel exposed to the phenomenon. This new candor is doubtless a response to the public 

outcry following the prime time airing of a marquee piece on the iconic CBS news journal 60 

Minutes (May 15, 2021), where pilots and government officials testified to the reality of the 

phenomenon (Fig. 16)..  The revelations have elicited comments from major US political figures 

and scientists all over the world, including President Biden, three former presidents, the head of 

NASA, the former head of the Israeli Defense Space Division (“Israeli Space Minister says the 

Aliens are Real” NBC News, Dec 2020), and at least seven astronauts, four of whom were 

interviewed directly from space.   Just last month the Chair of Harvard’s Astronomy Department 

(Avi Loeb) announced a new project (“Galileo”) designed to search for ‘off-world’ technology.  

Fig 16: 
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            There is unprecedented global interest as well, as evidenced by a random sampling of 

recent headlines (Fig. 17) culled from the internet, which counter the old saw that ‘this only 

happens in the US’).   

Fig 17: 

. 
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• “The Pentagon 
confirmed that a video 
showing a triangular 
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NY Times: “Why Are We all 
Talking about UFO’s Right 
Now?” June 25, 2021
-Recent U.S. coverage: Washington Post and 
seventy other major US newspapers, National 
Geographic,  the New Yorker, Popular Mechanics, New 
York Magazine, Scientific American, Politico,  War Zone 
Defense Journal, all six major on air and cable TV news 

networks, CBS’ 60 Minutes

-Recent U.S. interviews: Bush, Trump, Obama,  

Clinton, the last two Directors of National intelligence, 

seven Senators, former Senate Majority Leader Harry 

Reid--and several astronauts, including four interviewed 

directly from space

THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE: A PLANET ABUZZ 

-EGYPT: Real UFO Alien sighting caught on tape, Egypt 2015, Cairo Register
-UK: The truth is out there: National Archives lifts lid on UFO files   UK Guardian
-FRANCE:  Le Pentagone reconnaît l’existence d’un programme enquêtant sur 

les ovnis Le monde, avril 2021
- FRANCE: Les OVNI et la défense: À quoi doit-on se préparer ? COMETA Report  

-FRANCE: The French Government's Recent De-Classification of UFO Files, 
The  Washington Post
- INDIA Mysterious Bright Lights Spotted in Gujarat’s Junagadh, Triggers Speculation of  

UFOs. INDIA TIMES.COM
-CHILE: CHILEAN NAVY RELEASES VIDEO OF UFO! WHAT IS IT? CHILE HOY

-BRAZIL Air Force to Record UFO sightings.   BBC news
- -BRAZIL People are convinced a UFO crashed in Brazil, Rio Gazette
-ITALY La Spagna PUBBLICA I FILES SEGRETI SUGLI AVVISTAMENTI UFO 
DAL 1962 AL 1995        ITALIA.com
- THE NETHERLANDS Spooky Photo Shows 'UFO' Above Medieval Castle in 
the Netherlands, Den Haag (English edition)        MORE…

Sampling of Headlines from Egypt, UK, 
France, India, Chile, Indonesia, Brazil, 
Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium
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           But these developments notwithstanding, resistance or even denial is still going strong in 

some quarters.  The UAP Task Force Report itself predictably failed to come up with anything 

new in its stunningly brief account (6 pages), even insulting the reader’s intelligence by first 

admitting that 143 out of 144 cases it studied remain without explanation, and then listing the 

‘five most common explanations for UFOs’ in its summary, implying that these ‘common 

explanations’ might account for the very sightings it has just listed as unsolved and unsolvable.      

“Off-world” technology (Senator Marco Rubio’s term) is not even listed among the report’s list of 

categories of the most ‘frequent ‘explanations’: weather, space debris, adversarial technology, 

US technology, and Other. (the irony of this term should not fail to amuse Lacanians).   

        And yet, the alien hypothesis is the only one of the five that is not ruled out in the actual 

narrative of the UAP Task Force report, which admits that only one of its 144 cases may be 

explained, as the proverbial ‘weather balloon’. The unstated if obvious conclusion—that if the 

phenomenon cannot be attributed to earthly causes, it may well be unearthly—is simply not 

mentioned.   Many hasty journalistic accounts (Fig. 18) have grabbed the bait,   trumpeting the 

‘conclusion’ that the task force had found no alien connection to UAP-- some in a gleeful ‘I told 

you so” tone that conveniently ignores the actual logical implications of the report. 

 

UFO SIGHTING IN KENYA 
HTTPS://WWW.STRABAG.COM/
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-Hablando en serio de ovnis y vida extraterrestre. El pais , Espagna

-Former Israeli space security chief says extraterrestrials 
exist, and Trump knows about it, NBC News
- UFO-Bericht in den USA: Die Wahrheit ist irgendwo da 

draußen. Deutsche Welle, Deutschland
-Pravda International: Russia's TASS Confirmed Voronezh 

UFO Incident On This Day In 1989; All You Need To Know
-Japanese Defense Ministry unveils protocol for  

encountering UFO. The Japan Times
- Australia’s own UFO cover-up exposed, Melbourne Sun

-Why is Zimbabwe the latest UFO hotspot? Harare Gazette

-

Random sampling: Kenya, 
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Germany, Russia, Japan, 
Australia, Zimbabwe
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Fig. 18:                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

But despite these ‘nothing to see here’ reactions (Fig. 18), the fact remains that the US 

government has finally been forced to acknowledge that something unexplainable is going on. It 

is now a matter of public record:  UAP have been observed hovering over secret military 

strategic maneuvers off both US coasts.  In the case of the USS Franklin Roosevelt, whose 

aviators had sighted objects daily for nearly two years (strange cubes inside spheres that 

buzzed squadron exercises, poising a safety concern), the unknown craft mysteriously popped 

back up in the Arabian Gulf the moment the fleet arrived there, half a world away—an uncanny 

experience if ever there was one.  And for decades, UAP have been recorded hovering over 

nuclear sites a even sometimes turning the missiles on and off, in both the US and Russia, 

suggesting that the Visitors have deciphered the nuclear codes.        

         So, what now?  Nearly every mainstream discussion of the phenomenon these days, once 

it gets over the ‘snark’ factor and looks at the actual testimony and evidence, highlights a 

Original Times Headline : 
« Government Report Finds no Evidence of U.F..Os »  (June 1, 
2021) 
Retracted and replaced with this title the next day, in the 
face of public objection : 
« U.S. Finds no Evidence of Alien Technology in Flying 
Objects, but Can’t Rule it Out, Either » 
 
NPR: July 5, 2021: 
« UFO Report: No Sign of Aliens, But 143 Mystery Objects 
Defy Explanation » 
 
Washington Post August 11, 2021: 
: »UFO Mania is Out of Control. Please Stop.  Sorry to 
Disappoint you, this science writer says, but there’s zero 
evidence of aliens » 
 
The Quillette Newsletter: July 2021 
« They Don’t Know What it Is, But it Ain’t Aliens » 
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recurring question: where do intellectuals and academics stand on all this?  Perhaps it is time 

for psychoanalytic  practitioners and scholars and of culture to enter the discussion.    

         In my closing section, I will propose five of many possible portals for the conversation.  

The first, already suggested at some length in part one of this paper, would emphasize the 

status of the alien in the human psyche, foregrounding Lacan’s view that an extimate “Alien” 

factor is constitutive of human experience.  For Lacan, encounter with Otherness is not merely 

unavoidable. It is what makes us human. This perspective might help us think about the actual 

Visitor in a less alienated way, even if the phenomenon remains deeply unsettling.  

        As a second approach to the discussion of the psychical impact of contemporary UAP 

encounters, I have also suggested that psychoanalysis might address the phenomenon by 

looking at the public reaction in psychoanalytic terms, analyzing the compulsion to ridicule, for 

instance, as a classic Freudian defense formation (Verneinung).  The Quillette Newsletter 

quoted in figure 18 provides a perfect example of Freudian denegation, recalling the famous 

example of his patient’s denial (“It is NOT my mother in the dream”), an assertion whose 

vehemence provides evidence for the opposite reading.   The UAP version of this emphatic 

denial figures in the Quillette newsletter (Fig. 18: “They don’t know what it is; but it ain’t aliens”).  

Even the more serious characterizations (Fig. 18) from the Times and NPR remain 

disingenuous:  to say that the report “finds no evidence that it is alien” is misleading—there are 

in fact numerous witnesses and radar reports, including on camera testimony by Mercury 

astronaut Gordon Cooper, who reported to the UN that his crew filmed the landing of a 

‘lenticular’ object at Holloman Air Force Base.  He requested hearings in 1974, and was denied.    

            So, until the Pentagon trots out an actual craft or captive being to display on the nightly 

news, the government can assert (technically) that no ‘evidence’ has been ‘found’, as the Times 

headline reports--even while grudgingly conceding, in the second version of the same article, 

that aliens “cannot be ruled out, either”.    Perhaps the amended Times headline does indicate 
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that we are beginning to make some room for an uncomfortable possibility, that was actually 

officially recognized privately as early as 1951, in a now famous declassified memo from 

General Nathan Twining, stating categorically that “the phenomenon is something real and not 

visionary or fictitious” (“How the Pentagon Began to take UFO’s Seriously” The New Yorker, 

April 30, 2021). 

       Our consideration of public reaction to what is going on suggests a third  way that 

psychoanalysis may approach this topic: this could entail an analysis of the artefacts of pop 

culture, rather than just media headlines and public polls.   Interestingly enough, for instance, 

the characterization of UAP in film and advertising almost always defaults to a conventional 

Lacanian Imaginary perspective, describing the encounter as a binary interaction which 

opposes Us to Them and where the Alien itself is perceived as an binary either/or proposition—

is ‘it’ angelic or demonic; benevolent or threatening?  But both possibilities reflect the linear 

convention positing the human relation as linear, between self and object, an Imaginaty 

formation also underlying the eternal human rivalry that Lacan explores in Seminar I.  This 

binary opposition is a comfortingly simple construct of the oppositional logic that has always 

shaped human reasoning.        
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Fig. 19:

  

          But of course this raises another obvious question: if the predominant  response in 

popular culture and mainstream media is Imaginary, might our experience of UAP also coincide 

with something like an entry into the Lacanian Symbolic order, incurring the stigma of a 

‘Symbolic debt’ that cannot be reasoned away with categories such as good and evil?  The 

narcissistic wound inflicted by the current encounter with a demonstrably more advanced 

technology that eludes us—infuriatingly refusing to ‘land on the White House lawn’ as the 

androcentric trope would have it—just might elicit something beyond the usual Imaginary trope, 

requiring a Symbolic analysis of foreclosure or repression.  Or even more disturbingly, might this 

moment exceed the boundaries of both the Imaginary and the Symbolic, instantiating an 

encounter with something that might genuinely qualify in the Third Lacanian register, that of the 

terrifying Real? I will return to this question in closing.      

         In addition to the first three areas of possible discussion, in any case, psychoanalysis 

clearly may offer a fourth useful contribution, related to the status of the alien in the collective 

historical imagination, as a mythology.  For psychoanalysis has always involved theorizing the 

Binary fantasy

Which      
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development and function of myth, and mythology is everywhere in current space age culture—

in productions such as the decades-old Star Wars saga, and the ongoing Star Trek franchise, to 

name but two of the most obvious examples.  

Fig. 20: 

 

 

The engagement of psychoanalysis with myth begins of course with Freud's studies of Oedipus, 

Moses, and the tribal dynamics of law and incest; and extends to Jung's study of archetype as 

well as reflections by many other psychoanalytic thinkers (Rank, Bettelheim, and Klein, to name 

but three).  Jung’s contribution even includes one recently released treatise (in response to the 

new interest in the topic) on the psychical meaning of flying saucers as archetype.   Jung’s 

P
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reading is still a largely Imaginary account, in the Lacanian sense, considering myth as fiction 

expressed in images, or figures with archetypal resonance.  This is also true for many of Freud’s 

own treatments of myth, which remain in the domain of the Imaginary when he focuses on the 

phantasmatic resonance of specular emblems, such as the Medusa's Head, or condensed 

mythical figures such as the Sphynx. 

Fig. 21: 

:

 

          But unlike Jung’s writings, Freud’s exploration of myth does often go beyond the 

Imaginary, exploring the Symbolic resonance, in Lacan’s terms,  of mythic narratives of primal 

wounding, splitting, or repression. For example, he explores the murder of the primal father in 

Totem and Taboo, a mythical foundation that Lacan will in turn exploit in his theory of the 

Symbolic Order, even comparing ‘repression’ in metaphor to the function of that the Name of the 

Jung “a modern myth”
THE IMAGINARY REGISTER

• Expressing universal ‘Imaginary’
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elements of myth in specular images 
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Father.   All these classic templates may be deployed in our own time when analyzing the 

emergent mythology surrounding the alien —whether it be the extraterrestrial in space or the 

extranational at the border.  (The geopolitical reactions to the ‘alien threat’ at national borders 

have many parallels with the response to a possible ET presence, and these also deserve 

analysis and discussion, and they are in fact beginning to be examined by the emerging field of 

‘liberation psychoanalysis’.) 

Fig. 22:       

.

 

               

 

But whether on earth or in space, the alien always seems to be the site of projective 

identification, providing a screen from which we receive our own reflected fears and hopes.  In 

the case of ET, I suggested (Fig 19) that we tend to invest the interloper with agendas reflecting 

either fear of annihilation or exploitation, including the rise of the abduction phenomenon, to the 
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Many of Freud’s commentaries on myth also anticipate and ground 
Lacanian Symbolic narratives of wounding, splitting and primal repression
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contrary almost religious belief in a mission of benevolent intervention, where presumably ET 

will descend from the ether in the nick of time to save the Earth's inhabitants from themselves. 

Clearly this binary trope casting the Other as either the purveyor of perdition or the source of 

salvation is heavily inflected by the Lacanian Imaginary dyadic mode, albeit with an ominous 

hint of imminent Symbolic wounding: for this fear might involve the paying up of a “Symbolic 

Debt” that an errant humanity unconsciously may fear it owes to the rest of the cosmos, for 

damaging our home planet so egregiously.  But In other words, whether the alien is here or not, 

there can be little doubt that the phenomenon has a mythological resonance and an enduring 

fascination; and it thus provides an opportunity to observe the emergence of myth in real time, 

rather than over many generations, in a way not possible for the founders of psychoanalysis. 

 

Take Three: “The Real” in Reality 

 

              This brings me to my final (if still preliminary) suggestion concerning how our field may 

begin to address what is happening today.  For Freud’s original treatment of the genesis of myth 

already suggests a novel way of thinking about the situation facing humanity today, because he 

was the first to venture beyond the domain of Imaginary or the Symbolic, speculating about 

some ‘thing’ that anticipates the Lacanian Real.  He alone suggests that myth may be generated 

by actual traumatic historical events, and that the elaboration of myth is a defense formation, 

concealing an encounter with something terrifying and ineffable, something that cannot be 

integrated into Imaginary fantasy or Symbolic discourse.  Notably, in Moses and Monotheism 

(1933) Freud speculates that the repressed collective memory of the murder of Moses by his 

own people maybe the hidden traumatic kernel that founds Mosaic Law.  
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Fig. 23:  

 

         The enigmatic Real has been aptly characterized by Slavoj Zizek as something concrete 

but unsymbolizable, quite distinct from Reality, which is a matter of Symbolic consensus (see 

his discussion of Hitchcock’s uncanny, in Looking Awry: An Introduction to Lacan through 

Popular Culture [1992]).  Zizek writes that the intrusion of the Real into the experience of reality 

threatens to rend the fabric of reality itself.  Emphasizing the traumatic connection of the Real to 

psychosis, Zizek defines it as something that cannot be coped with or adequately represented: it 

is «what goes bump in the night", sticks in our craw, or pierces a hole in our perceived reality 

(like the hole punched in the plaster board sky, at the end of The Truman Show, with which the 

protagonist’s sailboat collides).   In Looking Awry, Zizek further compares confrontation with the 

Real to the shattering experience of “traversing the fantasy”, discussed by Lacan in Seminar XI: 

“At most, traversing the fantasy entails that the analysand encounters the non-existence of 

the big Other and discovers the impossibility of complete or total jouissance” (FFPP,143).  

Zizek interprets this to mean that the encounter with the Real entails the experience not of 

complete enjoyment, or anything like ‘satisfaction’, but opens the possibility of an obscene and 

possibly traumatizing surplus ‘jouissance’, including the enjoyment of something terrifying 

T
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(Zizek’s favorite examples come from Hitchcock),  an experience that defies expression or 

integration into our sense of reality.  

       Throughout his work, but especially in The Plague of Fantasies (1997) and The Sublime 

Object of Ideology (2009), Zizek has insisted on the importance of confronting the Imaginary 

register as ideologically invested fantasy that seeks rational guarantees, or even the belief in the 

big Other as the founder and holder of the Law, a version of the Symbolic Father.  And this 

realization is precisely what occurs in ‘traversing the fantasy’ (according to Jacques-Alain 

Miller’s account, Lacan himself concludes that “the Other does not exist--or to quote Lacan 

more exactly “L’autre qui n’existe pas...n’assure pas” ‘the Other who does not exist...guarantees 

nothing’, Seminar XVI: “D’un autre à l’autre”).  In other words, even for Lacan, the Big Other as 

guarantor of the Symbolic order and the Law is a fiction (something like the Wizard of Oz who is 

revealed as an Imaginary construct in the film’s final scene--“pay no attention to that man 

behind the curtain”). Paradoxically, then, Lacan himself at least seems to hint that the Symbolic 

Order is actually an Imaginary or ideological construct, and Marxian thinkers have explored this 

idea in the interest of finding a more authentic and just ‘register’ of experience. 

         Zizek seems to imply that this ideological reckoning is like “the fall of the analyst” in the 

individual’s analysis—the revelation that the ultimate authority, “the subject supposed to know”, 

is all-too-human.  As Lacan suggests, ultimately “The Other who does not exist”, must fail to 

exist as the ultimate infallible judge or guarantor of Symbolic consistency. 

            But in later work, especially Looking Awry, Zizek associates the loss of belief in the 

analyst, or indeed in any form of the Big Other as Law, with an actual traumatic encounter with 

the Real, beyond the Symbolic Order, rather than as a passage into anything like an ‘authentic’ 

Symbolic of recognition. .  Here, Zizek follows Lacan’s later formulation of paranoia as the 

rejection of the notion of the big Other as lawgiver and founder, in favor of the concept of 

paranoia as the invention of a substitute for the lost big Other of Law.  The paranoid chooses to 
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believe instead in “the Other of the Other”,  as the actual controlling force behind the scenes 

that is really calling the game and pulling the strings (like the man behind the curtain who 

manipulates and projects ‘The Wizard’).  The examination of this ‘fall of the Other’ of traditional 

authority, the traversal of the fantasy, might bear some relation today to the growing epidemic of 

apparent paranoia, in a society rife with conspiracy theories, where those ‘in the know’ claim to 

expose ‘the Other of the Other’ behind events like a ‘fake’ pandemic or a ‘fake’ election 

outcome.  Conspiracy mania is clearly a paranoid modality, in the Lacanian sense. 

       Except just perhaps, as it turns out, in the case of the apparent government coverup 

concerning UFOs, confirmed by the revelation and admission that the government has taken the 

phenomenon seriously along , investigating it in private, even while disparaging it in public.  

          This casts a disturbing new light on the paranoid character in the belief of “the Other of 

the Other” (in this case, the belief in the Alien Visitors themselves).   If Aliens are “Real” (double 

meaning intended), they would be “the Other of the Other” since they would presumably inf fact 

know what they are up to, and would be pulling the strings governing any revelations).  So, the 

recent events raise a disquieting possibility: What if the paranoid is right, at least in this case? 

The effects of UAP disclosure on unleashing or aggravating an already general crisis of 

credibility and belief-- encouraging and perhaps igniting the rampant and volatile ‘conspiracy’ 

discourse-- suggests another fascinating and significant topic for consideration by theorists of 

psychoanalysis and culture.    

           Zizek’s work to date in any case –he has not as  yet written about the UAP revelations-- 

insists on the deeply traumatic nature of this loss of the big Other of law, in traversing the 

fantasy.  

           This might help explain the government’s hesitancy to reveal all that it knows about this 

particular ‘reality’ ; it may stem from its fear that the whole Symbolic Order may founder with 

UAP disclosure, revealing that the government, ‘the subject supposed to know’--- actually has 
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no idea of what is going on, cosmically.  A ‘real’ encounter with the Real would indeed entail a 

crisis of belief in Symbolic authority, but it also would be an encounter with a Real beyond our 

reality, and thus might be a shattering traumatic experience for our species.   It might entail not 

only a loss of belief in the Other as guarantor of the Symbolic order (governments, institutions, 

militaries). but a face-off with a Real “Other of the Other”, that might well  rend the  social fabric 

of Symbolic reality, affording a glimpse of the terrifying ‘Real’ excessive jouissance beyond. 

         In my published exchanges with Zizek (see especially chapter two of Is Oedipus Online? 

which appears in Zizek’s series at MIT), I have always argued that something gets lost in his 

trenchant analysis of the fearsome Symbolic Father as the Big Other of obscene Enjoyment.  

For Zizek seems to elide the possible essence of a truly radical Other, a real ‘third’ that escapes 

a subject-object dichotomy, coming at us from the truly alien register of the Real.  In fact, 

Lacan’s late emphasis on topology (Seminar XXVI, not yet published) and the discussion of the 

Sint’hom (Seminar XXIII) implies an engagement with something beyond Symbolic reality.  The 

‘normal’ Big Other, a version of Freud’s Oedipal Father, ironically, which claims to legitimate 

Symbolic authority, is actually masquerading as powerful authority, like the Wizard of Oz.  What 

I believe is essential in Lacan’s notion of ‘traversing the fantasy’ is its actual description of 

encounter with a truly Radical Other Third term--perhaps the extimate ‘alien’ that the human 

psyche has always harbored, but which also may be encountered as an alien’ Other from ‘out 

there’, in a startlingly traumatic meet up with the unknown. 

      This, I submit, is what our species is facing today. 

         The Aliens themselves, presumably DO know if and why they are here, and it is up to 

them when and how to let us in on the secret.  In this case, the paranoid conspiracy theorist 

may be crazy, but he also is right. As Woody Allen reminds us in Annie Hall, the paranoid 

sometimes has a justification (Allen asserts that he continues to believe in the chicken under his 

bed ‘because [he] needs the eggs’). 
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                 Fig. 24: 

 

            In any case, governmental candor is long overdue, as humanity just may be at the brink 

of a traumatic face-off with a Real but genuinely unknown Third term.    The recognition of this 

possibility could qualify as a literal sea change: for UAP's today are truly extimate objects -- 

coming at us not only from out there in space or rather not making a distinction between these 

elements—but from in here on Earth, emerging from the depths of our oceans to play cat and 

mouse with our collective psyche. 

Fig. 25: 

Most Americans believe in aliens, new study shows
The Pew Research Center found that majority of Americans do believe in alien life, and 

they don’t think ‘they come in peace’. .AFP via Getty Images
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   Epigraph: Questioning the Other: The Martian Apologue in Real Time 

           A recent extraordinary documentary film (James Fox’s The Phenomenon, 2020)  

eloquently illustrates just such an alleged actual encounter with the Real, when six dozen 

Zimbabwean school children witnessed a landing of a UFO on their school grounds on 

September 16, 1994, coming ‘face to face’ with three occupants.  In news videos taken at the 

time by the BBC, the children appear deeply traumatized .   As the camera focuses on their 

frightened faces, they struggle to express what the encounter was like, but words fail them—this 

Real is, indeed ‘unsymbolizable’. They all are left with a similar memory, though, each of them 

recalling the large eyes of the Visitors that seem to have conveyed a telepathic message about 

preserving earth’s ecology in the face of certain destruction.   And the pictures the children drew 
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•s 
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“Leaked US Navy Video Shows 
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Freud
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IS SOMETHING THAT 

OUGHT TO HAVE 
REMAINED HIDDEN 
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at the time, while not identical (the witnesses were from seven to twelve years in age, girls and 

boys, and multi-racial), are strikingly consistent, showing craft among the trees with landing 

lights, a ladder, and short humanoid creatures dressed in black tight-fitting ‘scuba diving’ outfits 

(as the children described them).    

        Many of the children, now adults who are reunited in Fox’s film to discuss their experience, 

wonder if that ecological warning was the reason for that extraordinary visit that morning, when 

they were held transfixed by the visitors’ gaze for an amount of time no one is sure of, as time 

seemed suspended.   Or perhaps, like the scientists in the Martian Apologue, have the children 

merely received their own message reflected back at them from the Other, manifesting the 

present-day concerns of humanity with the effects of climate change? (It should be noted, 

however, that in 1994, ecological issues were not receiving much attention in rural Africa.) 

        At the reunion in 2018 of the witnesses, the young adults continued to compare notes on 

the life-altering experience that they all still struggle to articulate.  One of the women, Salma 

Saddick, haltingly says: “I don’t want to say I knew it, but I knew I didn’t have to be afraid of it”; 

and the others enthusiastically agree.  One witness speculates that the creatures were perhaps 

“reaching out to us” or “wanted us to go with them”.  What is clear is that twenty years after the 

event, the dozens of witnesses are still haunted by whatever happened that day.   

               The Other seems to have introduced a gap into their Symbolic Reality, in an ineffable 

experience that they have spent spend the rest of their life trying to articulate, to forget, or to 

hide  (one woman confesses she never even told her spouse).    In other words, the encounter 

with Das Ding that some human beings claim they have already faced-- changes the nature of 

our perception of the other as object, as something I simply may appropriate, dominate, or even 

impress in the classic existentialist rivalry that Lacan locates in the Imaginary register.  It also 

changes the traditional Symbolic understanding of the Other as a version of the Symbolic 
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Father, the guarantor of the (terrestrial) Law and of Reality.   That classic Oedipal third term, the 

Other in the Symbolic order represented by the Paternal metaphor, has been eclipsed by this 

Radical Other of the Real, which cannot be fully understood or integrated.  The trauma of the 

African children may portend disturbing repercussions for the psyche or the entire species..  

             In other words, if the Alien is the Real/real, traversing the fantasy has taken on a whole 

other dimension—it is neither the route to a symbolic adaptation to social order, nor a psychotic 

slippage into ‘unreality’.  

        This notion of the Radical Other, as enigmatic as it is in Lacan’s work, is simply expressed 

in the final interview in The Phenomenon.  The psychiatrist John Mack questions 8-year-old Lisl 

Field about the nature of her own desire, after the encounter: “And if you saw him again, what 

would you want to ask him?  The child instantly responds with her version of the Lacanian 

question: “I’d ask him what is he doing on Earth and what does he want with us?”  

           Che vuoi? That is the question.     

        On the day when an object lands in full view of cameras and press, and the Other finally 

emerges, we will be reduced to that founding question of the Lacanian subject, first framed in 

this essay:  as the question to the alien in The Martian Apologue, which receives three ‘clear’ 

but incommensurate answers.   Lacans  ‘apologue’ suggests that we must  at least entertain the 

possibility that we may never know what the Other ‘wants’, or if the Alien ‘wants’ at all—or if the 

whole question of ‘wanting’  is uniquely human.                      

         It would seem that today, more than ever, our desire is the desire of the Other.  

         In any case, Lacanian psychoanalysis offers a unique flotilla of eerie objects, energetic 

fields, and theories of trauma and high strangeness that we may muster to help us navigate 

whatever comes next.  
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Fig. 26: 
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